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SUMMARY

An investigation to determine the effect of distributed boundary-
layer suction on the pressure recovery of a supersonic wind tunnel
has been conducted in a 3.S4- by 10-inch tunnel operating at a Mach
number of 2.0. With suction applied to two walls of a constant-
area section in the vicinity of the norml shock, a reduction of
4 percent of the operating pressure ratio was obtained. This reduc-
tion was attributed to an improvement (reduction in Mach number) in
the flow characteristics at the subsonic-diff~er Met.

The normal shock predicted by one-dimensional theory was, in
practice,
change in
gradually
predicted

replaced by a multiple-branch shock configuration. The
static pressure, tokl pressure, and Mch number occurred
in the streamwise direction and finally approached the
Ilankine-Hugoniotvalues.

INTRODUCTION

The high operating power requirements currently associated
with supersonic wind tunnels are primrily the result of the irrevers-
ible processes encountered in diffusion. The total-pressure losses
associated with these irreversibilitieemy be divided into shock
losses and viscous losses. Many methods of decreasing the shock
losses by lowering the supersonic Mach number at which the terminal
shock occurs have been Investi@ted. In pncticej however, the
losses incurred by the operation of a supersmic tunnel with the
shock at a given Mch number have, in general, been found to be
considerablyabove those theoretically predictable. Neumann and
Lustwerk (reference 1) have sho~ these excessive losses to be asso-
ciated with the flow separation behind the shock, and have found
t&at a long constant-area section downstream of the shock allows the
flow to reattach itself to the walls and results in pressure recov-
eries very near the theoretical value.
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An investi~tion wa8 conducted a+ the NAC!ALewis laboratory to
.

determine the merit of continuous suction on two walls of a constant-
area extension of the test section, immediately preceding the sub-
sonic diffuser of a supersonic wind tunnel} pri-ily as a means 3
of reducing the separation losses and hence the operating power l-l

requirements. A secondary purpose was to study the stability and
the form of the terminal shock-wave configurationby m~ of hi@-
speed schlieren photographs. The research was conducted at a Mach
number of 2.0 in a 3.84- by M-inch supersonic wind tunnel operating
with a test section 46 inches long. Boundary-layer removal was
accomplished by suction through coqpartmentedwalls covered with a
smooth-surface screen.

In order to approach an optimum bleed configurati~, further
development of boundary-layer suction was attempted by utilizing
complete peripheral.suction. The screen instillation was destroyed,
however, before sufficient data were obtained.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The investigationwas conducted in the NAM Lewis 3.84- by
10-inch supersonic wind tunnel operating at a Mach number of 2.0
and at a Reynolds number of approximately 5 x 106 per foot (fig. 1).
The nozzle from throat to test section was 38.4 inches long. Behind
the nozzle was a cmstamt-area secticm 46 inches in length and a
subsonic diffuser 139 inches in length with a rectangular cross
section. The horizontal walls of the diffuser diverged at an angle
of 5° and we vertical walls diverged at an angle of 6°.

The porous walls (fig. 2) were each 30 inches long and 3.84 inches
tide and were divided into fifteen 2-inch compartments. These com-
partments were covered by a steel grill to which was soldered a
40-mesh electroplated copper-nickel screen (18-percentopen area)
with its smooth surface outward.

Static-pressure orifices were provided along the surface of
the nozzle, along the 3.84-inch walls of the tunnel, and in the par-
titions between tie sucticm compartznents(fig. 2). Total pressures
were measured by two 12-tube rakes at the inlet (station 3) and
outlet (station 4) of the subsonic diffuser. A static-pressuretube
located on the tunnel center line was included in the rake at sta-
tion 3. Total pressures were calculated by numerical integraticm
of the 12 tidividual tu%e readings. The distribution of weight-
flow removal wasldetermined by a single pitot-static probe in each

#

.
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of the thirty l-inch tubes leading from the suction compartments to
CO-(Xl nmnifolds. The absolute ma~itude of the weight flow removal
was then corrected by use of two 10-tube rakes located in a region
of well-developed flow in 4-inch-diameterpipes leading from the
suction manifolds.

All pressures were photographicallyrecorded a multiple-tube
manometers using dibutylphthalate (S.(3.s 1.O) as the indicating
fluid for the suction manifold rakes and mercury for the re~ining
tubes. Air-flow conditions in the constant-area section were
observed with a two-mirror schlieren system and were photo~aphed
using 4-microsecond exposures. High-speed schlieren motion pictures
were also taken occasimally with a Western Electiic l%stex camera
to observe the shock motion.

Air with a specific humidity of approximately 0.0002 entered
the tunnel settling chamber at a pressure of 41 inches of mercury
absolute and a temperature of 80° F. The tunnel outlet was con-
nected to a bank of reciprocating exhausters, which also fimnished
the suction for the boundary layer.

For each run, after inlet conditions were established, the
tunnel outlet valve was so adjusted that the terminal shock-wave
was located in the subsonic diffuer. The pincher valves (fig. 1)
were then set by reference to a mercury manometer to giv9 an
approximately uniform distribution of boundary-kyer removal along
the 3.84 inch walls. For the remainder of the run, the tunnel
outlet valve setting was varied to move the terminal shock con-
figuration through the constsmt-area section of the tuhnel. Man-
ometer end schlieren photographs were taken at each position. For
succeedhg runs, the uniform distributim of boundary-layer remova1
was mintatied as the mass flow bled was increased. The afore-
mentioned procedure was then repeated.

The spbols used herein are defined in appendix A.

REMK!E5 MD DISCUSSION

Comparison of the original tunnel pressure ratios (no screen
installed) with those obtained from the tunnel including the screen
installation but with no applied suction is presented in figure 3
as a function of the shock position Z/h. The total-pressure~tio
to the subsonic diffuser inlet Po/P3 was essentially unchanged

by the addition of the screen= The operating-pressureratio J?(JP4J

however, increased 2 to 4 percent by using the screen installation

.
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with no suction. This increase is indicative of the penalties m .

the required starting-pressureratio when no suction is applied to
such a screen instalhtion incorporated in a tunnel.

8
The large difference in total-pressureratios between station 3 3

and 4 indicated flow separation in the subsonic diffuser. ~iS dif-
ference decreased with an increase in the length of run between the
shock and the subsonic diffuser. This trend is in agreement with
the results of reference 1, where ~essure ratios near theoretical
were obtained in constant-area‘roundpipes at a test-section Mach
number of 2.0 with a distance from the shock to the subsonic diffuser
inlet that was approximately 10 diameters. Thus the performance of
the subsonic diffuser is largely dependent on the condition of its
entering flow.

Data froma typical reading with suction applied are shown in
figure 4. For each reading the pressure distribution, the weight-
flow removal distribution and the pressure recovery at stations 3
and 4 were determined.

The shock-wave configurationappeared as a blurred branch shock
when viewed on the ground glass screen. High-speed schlieren photo-
graphs> however) revealed a multiple-branch shockas shown in the
sketch in figure 4. fi general, the preesure rise on the walJ.was
apparent 2 to 4 inches upstream of the free-stream shock wave as
observed with the schli.erenapparatus. This trend was probably due
to the interaction effects between the initial shock wave and the
boundary layer. The static-pressuredistribution on the wall always
showed a pressure rise starting steeply and then gradually decreasing
in slope. The entire static-pressurerise was less then indicated
by a theoreticalnormal shock at the free-stream Mach number. As
would be e~ected, the bleedoff-distributioncurve followed closely
the shape of the pressure-distributioncurve.

If suction were applied to flow configurationswith severe
boundary-layer separation, it is e~ected that the boundary-layer
would be pulled toward the walls, thus diminishing the extent of
the separationand consequently decreasing the over-all required
pressure ratio. The data for a typical run shown in figure 5 include
the variation with shock position of pO/p4 and pO/p30 When the

shock was moved upstream, Po/P4 decreased rapidly and the bleed

weight-flow ratio Wb/wt increased. The ~ mlue of pO/p3 was

.--

“

about 10 percent above the theoret@al normal shock value.
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. A summary of the effect of the boundary-3ayer suctim on the
over-all required pressure ratio is shown in figure 6(a) by cross
plots of curves for each run (similar to figs. 3and 5). The pres-
sure ratios Po/P4 =d PO/P3 are plotted as a function of

E Wb/Wt for several values of 2/h. The cross-plotted points areaa shown for a value of 2/h of 2.0 to indicate the maguitude of
scatter.

The data shown in this report pertain to the case of a weight-
flow removal distribution adjusted as mentioned under APP!TUS
AND PROCEDURE. It was found that the.bleedoff farthest downstream
could be appreciably reduced without noticeably affecting the tunnel
operating pressure ratio. Further refinement of bleed distribution
may tierefore lead to greater power savings.

As previously mentioned, the installation of the screen caused

the ~lue of p@~ to incr~se for Wb/’wT= 0. ~is ticr~se is

shown by the rise in Po/P4 from the square synibolsto the fatred

curves for each value of 2/h in figure 6(a). Presumably, the\
extent of this initial increase could be affected by the smoothness
and percent open area of the screen used. For this investigation,
however, these parameters were held cons~t. M?ter the Initial

. increase in pressure ratio, the application of bleedoff produced
a drop in pressure ratio below the original value, thus yielding
a net gain. (The dashed portion of the curve represents tineprob-
able trend letween zero suction and the 10Wf3St vahe of WbfiI

investigated.) When the suction was mostly upstream of the shock,
(for example, 2/h = 2.0) a point was reached at which the pressure
ratio began.to increase again. This reversal could be attributed to
an effective area Increase created by the suction ahead of the shock
wave. Apparently, at this point the effect of the expansion
exceeded the beneficial reattachment effect behind the shock. In
agreement with this hypothesis, the value of WbfiT at which the

upward trend occurred increased with Increasing Z/h (decreasing
supersmic suction area) until at Z/h = 4.5 the maximum value
of Wb/wT available with this equipment produced no reversal.

The variation of Po/P3 with WbfiT is also shown in fig-

ure 6(a). The upward trend Of po/p4 (at high nlues of WbfiT)

for 2/h of 2.0 and 2.5 was of such magnitude that it might be
completely accounted for by the corresponding increase in p@3>

. and tends to confirm that tie effect was due to a supersonic
e~sion. ~ geaeral, the shape of the PO/P3 curves is not

.
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clearly understood; however, the var~aticm of mgnitude in each case
was alwaye less than +0.03 from a mean value. Essentially then,
most of the savings due to the suction were apparent at station 4
and not at station 3. These gains will be discussed in detail
subsequently.

The percentage saving in pressure ratio Po/P4 is shown as

a function of 2/h h figure 6(b). The gains decreased (approx-
imately linearly) with increasing settling length 2/h. lIYomthis
variation it would appear that for a sufficiently great value of
2/h no saving would result from the application of suction. A
reasonable hypothesis for this length would be the length necessary
for natural reattachment as mentioned in,reference 1.

A reduction in required pressure ratio of a supersonic tunnel
is desirable because of the associated decrease in compressor (or
exhauster) pressure ratio end the resultant savings in power require-
ments. When a decrease in pressure ratio is accomplished by means
of a suction installation,however, the power requirements of such
an installation may offset any power gains due to pressure ratio.
It is thuk of interest to compare the pressure-ratio ~ins shown in
figure 6 in terms of total power requirement% including bleed-off
power. A power factor K (derived h appendix B) is used for this
purpose; K is defined as the ratio of calculated total power
(includingbleed-off) to theoretical normal-shock power.

The variation of &is total power factor with weight-flow bleed-
off for the six shock positims previously discussed is shown in
figure 7(a). The horizontal llne for each position represents the
power requirements of the original tunnel. For a @ven shock Posi-
tion, the power be= to decrease with increasing bleedoff but
reached a minimum value before the correspondingpressure ratio was
minimized. The power then increased at approxi=tely the same rate
at which it had decreased. As 2/h was increased the net power
savings became smaller, until at about Z/h = 4.0 where no saving
was realized.

A breakdown of the power requirements for Z/h of 2.5 iS
presented in figure 7(b). The general shape of the curves does not
vary significantlyfrom cne shock position to another. The upper
curve is the same as that for 2~ = 2.5 in figure 7(a), which shows
very little total power saving. For all shock positions the power
required for the bleed process increased linearly with ‘bfiTJ as

would be e~ected. Tl+einternal power curve represents the total
power required minus the bleed power. It is noted that at the
optimum condition the internal-flow power required has been reduced

-..
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approximately 8.5 yercent. Thus a significant gain in the primary
compressor or exhauster power requirements may be attained if a
limited power supply is availalle for a given tunnel installation.

Pu The lowest curve in figure 7(b) shows the power required for the
al
al flow to the subsonic-diffuser Met (station 3). The greatest

variation in power required (and hence absorbed) therefore must
have occurred in the subsonic diffuser. The puwer reduction
caused by the bleed is of the order of 50 percent and may
appear sli@tly paradoxical inasmuch as no suction was applied in
the subsonic diffuser. This result suggests that the improvement
is due to a change in the nature of the flow entering the subsonic
diffuser.

The mast direct evidences of changed inlet-flow conditions are
the schlieren pictures of the terminal-shock form with and wi$hout
boundary-layer suction shown in figure 8. The vertical lines across
the photogmyhs are tires strung outside the tunnel to locate the
junctures of the suction compartments (every 2 inches) along the
4-inch Wd&. The numbers identify the various compsMments start-
ing with number 1 as the farthest upstream. Figures 8(a), 8(b),

& and 8(c) show the shock for the range of Z/h investigated with
the flow direction from right to left. Because the schlieren
Jmlfe-edge was horizontal, the boundary layer aypears as a darkened

. region at the top and a light region at the bottcm of the photo-
~phs . The boundary-layer separation and thickness are shown
to be considerably reduced by the action of suction. The shock
wave app-s as a multiple-branch shock configuration,with the
bremhing diminishing appreciably with suction. Four multiple
shocks can be seen in some of the photographs and as many as seven
have been observed. Proceeding downstream each shock appears to
deteriorate somewhat from the preceding one. This deterioration
is most noticeable with suction applied. Figure 8(d) shows the
effect of schlieren knife-edge orientation. The shock position is
the same as in figure 8(b) with suction applied, but the knife-
edge has been rotated to a vertical position. Some weak shocks
origbating from the Junctions of suction canpartments are visible
in figures 8(b) and 8(0).

Because the presence of multiple shock-waves in the channel
only requires tit the flowbe supersonic immediately upstreamof
each shock~ it does not necessarily detine the Mach number of the
flow in @e entire region between the shocks. Thus there is tie
possibility of a subsonic intermediate re@on titi a re-e~$ion
‘* supersonic flow. If the
would each conform with the

* However, the observation of

.

latter were we case, the shock waves
one-dimensionalnorm.1 shock concept.
bow waves in front of a blunt body placed

I
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throughout the regiun between shocks denies this possibility and
“

suggests a shock structure of a variety other than normal shocks.
The locatim of the bow wave with respect to--tiebody indicated “-$J
that the Mach nuniberbetween the multiple shocks decreased in the
stream direction. The fact that the wall static-pressurerise per
‘tsectiont’of this shock configuration (fig. 4) is much less than
&at for a theoretical normal shock also tends to corroborate this
hypothesis. Additional eviden~e of the weatiess of the individual

. shocks is supplied by the fact that the over-all total-pressure
loss through the group of shocks is only slightly greater than a
theoretical free-stream noml shock (figs. 3 and 5). Further
understanding of this type of shock configurationwill depend,
however, on a total and static pressure probing of several experi-
mental configurations.

High-speed schlieren motion pictures showed that for the case
of the unaltered tunnel the shock configurationbecame very unstable
in the ccmhant-area section. The configurationwould oscillate as
a unit in the upstream-downstreamdirection with an amplitude up
to 10 inches and with an inconstant frequency. Upcm installation of
the screen but with no applied suction, the instability was increased,
especially in the region of the upstream end of the suctiun wall.,
For this condition the amplitude was sometimes as great as 15 inches.
With optimum bleedoff the amplitude of the oscillation was greatly
reduced, being from 1 to 2 inches at the downstream end of the
suction wall and 4 to 6 tithes at the upstream end.

The evidence indicated by the schlieren of altered inlet con-
ditions for the subsonic diffuser is also shown by measured total-
pressure profiles such as those in figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) for
the same values of Z/h shown in figure 8. The effective subsonic-
diffuser ~et Mach number ~, which is also tabulated in fig-

ure 9} was calculated from the integrated total pressure and an
average of a wall and a oenter line static pressure. 2resuming that
the significance of a profile depends on the portion of the perimeter
of the duct it affects, the profile across the 3.84-inch dimension of
the tunnel is the more important because it represents 72.3 percent
of the perimeter of the tunnel. The general trends shown in fig-
ure 9 are: (1) Installation of the screem with no applied suction
created a more peaked.profile~ which could be associated with greater
mixing losses; at the same time the inlet Mach number was, In gen-
eral, slightly increased. (2) With commencement of suction the
profiles flattened and the inlet Mach nuniberdecreased with ticreasing
bleed-off.

.

.

.

.
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The mriatim of profile and ~ was apparently prducing the

great change in subsonic diffuser losses previously sham. In
G order to determine which of these variables created the most effect,
%’ it was necessary to isolate one. A method of doing this was

to plot the effect (subsonicdiffuser pressure recovery) as a
function of the variable ~, as shown in figure 10. Curve A
is the locus of test points for the original unaltered tunnel and
for the tunnel with screen installed and suction applied. For
these conditions a ~iety of profiles was observed. Inasmuch as
the points fall neerly on one curve when plotted as a functiau of
&oh number, it =y be concluded that for these conditions the
variation of ~ was yimarlly responsible for the variation of
P4/P3. For the case with the screen insta~ed but no applied

suction (curve B), the points fall below curve A. For this case,
therefore, the profile was sufficiently unfavomble to reduce
the pressure recovery at a given value of ~. Wsmuch as no
ex_&emf31y10W ~lues of WbfiT Were investigated, few ~ter.

mediate points between curves A and B were obtaind. (See dotted
%. portions of curves in fig. 6(a).) Primmily then, figure 10

indicates that unless the profile of the entry flow is highly
unfavorable any change in subsonic diffuser pressure recovmy due

. to suction upstream is largely the effect of a change in inlet
Mach number.

The tabulation of & in figure 9 also indicates that with no
bleed the inlet Mach number can be appreciably reduced by allowing
some constant-area length behind the shock before the subsonic dif-
fuser. This trend is more easily seen in figure XL, where & is
plotted as a function of 2/h for the original tuunel and for the
altered tunnel with approximately optinnunbleed-off (near minimum
pressure ratio). The curve for the altered tunnel is an indication
of the amount of length that uy be replaced by suction for equiv-
alent Inlet Mach numbers for this configuration. The upper curve
also shows the variatim of effective Mach number behind the shock
in the constant-area section. With sufficient length, the Mach
number is shown to approximately attain the theoretical normal shock
value. The dashed portion of the curve indicatee the trend obtained
from the previously mentioned bow--ve observation.

SUMMARY OFIUHJLTS

1. In a con&ant-area channel operating at a test-section Mach
number of 2.0, the normal shock predicted by theory did not mate-
rialize. Instead, there was a multiple-branch shock configuration
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~ccompanie~ by boundexy-layer separation and a gradual static pres-
.

sure rise cm the wall. The structure of the shock configuration is %
not clearly understood, but observation of schlieren pictures of 2
the flow indicated that the velocity was supersonic in the regions
between the multiple shocks and decreased in the downstream direction.
Associated with this configuration of shocks and boundary-layer
separation was a htgh degree of instability indicated by a stream-
wise oscillation. With no suctim applied the amplitude was occa-
sionally observed to be as great as 10 inches. With optimum bleed-
off, this amplitude was generally decreased to less than 6 inches
and occasionally to less than 2 inches.

2. With sufficient constant-area settling lemgth behind the
normal shock to permit flow reattachment, the chenges in static pres-
sure, total pressure, and Kch number a.pprcachedthose predicted by
theoretical one-dimensional,ncwmal shock values.

3. Boundary-layer suction in a constant-area section decreased
the severity of separation and the Mach nuui%erbehind the shock con-
figuration and consequentlyresulted in em improvement of pressure
ratio. h a 3.84- by 10-inch tunnel operating at a test-section
l&ch number of 2.0, a reduction of operating pressme ratio of

greater than 4 percent was observed with Z$ percent bleedoff from

the 3.84-inch walls..

4. Jh gemeral, the reduction in operating pressure ratio was
primarily accomplished by the reduction of the Mach number at the
subsonic-diffuserinlet. The associated change in total-pressure
profile may also have improved the pressure recovery, but unless
the profile was highly unfavorable the effect of changing it appeared
relatively small.

.#

.

~tiS Flight fiOpl.d.Si031 hbX’L3tOry,

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio. ~-
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOIS

.Thefollowing symbols are used b

x

Y

this report:

specific heat, Btu/(lb)(%)

height of tunnel, 10 in.

power factor = total calculated power
theoretical normal shock power

distance from initial wall-pressure rise to subsonic-diffuser
inlet, tn.

test-section Mach number

effective Mach number at subsonic-diffuser inlet

total pressure, in. mercury absolute

total pressure ahead of and behind the pormal shock, 3n.
mercury absolute

static pressure, in. mercury

initial and final pressures

initial total temperature of

absolute

air,’%

weight flow of air bled, lb/see

total weight of air pass~g through tunnel, lb/see

dis=ce from vertical center Hne.

distmce from vertical cmter line to walL, 1.92 in.

distance from horizontal center line

distance from horizontal center line, to wall, 5 in.
.

.
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7’ ratio

Subscripts:

of specific heats, 1.4

0 conditions in settling chamber

3 conditions at subsonic-diffuser

4 conditionsat su%sonic-diffuser

.
NACA RME30H04

●

inlet

outlet
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITION OF POWER FACTOR

The rate of work, or power absorbed, by pumping a gas between
two stitlons nq be defined by the isentropic enthalpy change
between the two statione. !T%US,

.

Power
~+)=wTcPTl[~~-] (~)

where p2 > PI= When the fluw follows several paths, the power
required–can se defined ae the sum of the individual

Power = .PQ .{&)% -]

=

For a supersonic wind tunnel with given test-section

powers. Then

(2)

size, the Mach
number =d the inlet ccmditions WT and Tl are lmown ~d a theo-

retical normal shock total-pressure ratio Po/l?l is defined. Then

the theoretical normal-shock power can be written

[) -
y-

(PaNormal shock power -1=w~cp~l ~ ,

where

Pa total pressure ahead of normal shock

pb total pressure behind normal shock

(3)

A nondimmsional power factor, defined as the ratio of the cal-
culated actual power to the theoretical normal-shock power> can
then be expressed as follows:

.

.
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K. Power
Normal shock power

W,CPTJI$JYJ
which can be rewritten as

f- -1

K.

(4)

(5)

.

L -1

Equation (5) is the power factor used in this repcmt. The numemtor .

may be separated into internal power and bleed power for ease of
identification,which gives

.

where the
the power

K=b$-]+$kw-]
[1

~ (6)

()

Pa y

~ -1

summation in the numerator“nowrepresents the portion of
factor required for the bleed process.

For the-evaluation of power factor tn this report, pl,n was

taken as the measured pressures in the individual l-inch suction
tubes ti P2,n was taken as the recovered total pressure P4.

Thus it was assumed that the bled weight flow &s pumped from the
measured static pressure to station 4.

.

,
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configurationwith and without boundary-layer suction. Exposure,
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Figure 8. - Continued. Schlieren photographs of terminal-shook
configuration with and without boundary-layer auction. E.xposure,
4 microseconds.
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Figure 8. - Concluded. Schlieren photographs of terminalahock
configuration with and without boundary-layer suction. Exposure,
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